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Black Mass
Sync OnSet is a digital continuity and collaboration tool that streamlines 
TV and Film production from prep to wrap. Sync OnSet has been a lifesaver for crew 
members during production of the 2015 Warner Bros. film Black Mass, a large-scale 
production starring Johnny Depp and Benedict Cumberbatch that chronicles the true 
story of an infamous South Boston mob boss. More than 30 Costume, Hair and Props 
people on the Black Mass team used Sync OnSet to efficiently track inventory and 
continuity. The app greatly improved communication between departments, eliminated 
tedious administrative tasks and cut days of wrap time.

CASE STUDY

Black Mass Appeal
The Black Mass Costume and Props departments estimate Sync OnSet allowed their units to 
save 30-plus cumulative hours during wrap. The Black Mass Costumes, Hair and Props 
departments used Sync OnSet to track inventory and continuty on the film set every day.
 
Working off the same breakdown of scenes and characters saved the creative teams hours of 
repeat data entry from the get-go. Previously, getting a complete record of something like a 
parade scene was “nearly impossible,” but the ability to log each actor once and Sync it across 
everyone’s mobile device freed department heads from the chore of chasing down day players 
at the end of each day and scrawling redundant information in binders.



30+
CREW MEMBERS

30+
HOURS

SAVED
OVER $4,000

from three different 
departments simulateously 

tracked inventory

saved cumulatively 
during wrap

of one department’s 
budget on just paper 

and ink



Costumes, Hair and Props: In Sync
Continuity on all fronts.

The Black Mass crew knew they needed to track inventory and continuity 
across Costumes, Hair and Props with a more evolved tool than the 
hand-written note.
 
Costume Supervisor Virginia Johnson was eager to get her team on board 
after learning firsthand how much time and trouble it eliminated. “The tool 
saved me a ton of time on my previous project and I knew it would be 
beneficial to everyone for a big production such as Black Mass.”

Here’s (Correctly Dressed) Johnny!
Real-time Updates. Zero Lag. 

Johnny Depp’s costumer Beau Desmond used Sync OnSet frequently to 
instantly reference wardrobe assets and assuage continuity doubts. In 
fact, the Costume team had instant access to the inventory for every 
character’s outfits.
 
“We saved time where we previously had to enter the same info
over and over again,” Desmond recalls. “The actor would show up
and I could double-check whether he was wearing the right pants. You 
can't always tell from the photo, but this app allows a written description 
as well, which gave me peace of mind.”

Without Sync 
OnSet I wasn’t 
going to be able 
to do my job.” 

VIRGINIA JOHNSON
COSTUME SUPERVISOR

“



The mobile 
app gave 
me peace 
of mind.”
BEAU DESMOND

COSTUMER (JOHNNY DEPP)

“



Digital Inventory 
Fit, Set, Cast!

Casting and fittings for Black Mass were 
ongoing. Assistant costume designer Brittany 
Loar loved how Sync OnSet put everything she 
needed in the palm of her hands—and on the 
go. Previously, it took one to two hours to 
relay fitting information each time an actor 
was cast, which slowed down Loar’s costume 
prep. Now, Sync OnSet delivers that informa-
tion directly to her phone.

Props Gives Props
It’s in the details.

Assistant Prop Master Noah Dubriel used Sync 
OnSet to log the guns, drugs and money. He says 
the greatest benefit was the app’s ability to 
instantly upload and tag photos from the set. 
 
Dubriel’s job: tracking each and every Black Mass 
prop, from picture cars on down to Whitey 
Bulger’s sunglasses. The app’s Notes feature 
allowed him to archive intricate details, such as 
how a soda can was placed from shot to shot, 
how each character wore their rings and how 
chains sat on actor’s necklines during each scene. 
Props also saved a tremendous amount of time 
managing script revisions and breakdowns.
 
“I was able to easily check previous scenes’ notes 
to make sure Props had continuity in the current 
one,” notes Dubriel, who also loved getting instant 
script updates from the Costume department.
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Hair Apparent, Consistent 
Fit, Set, Cast!

Key hair stylists like Lucia Mace also benefitted 
from this new, seamless communication method. 
Each time Costumes held a fitting, a hair artist 
was present to evaluate whether the actor 
needed a wig or special hairpieces. Instant 
electronic communication eliminated the lag 
time caused by transporting a photo from the 
fitting to the truck, so everyone in the 
department saved time. “It is a huge difference 
from the way we did it before,” Mace relays. “We 
relied on Sync’s fitting/research photo tag to 
communicate to the rest of the team working 
on set.”

To transform Depp into the much-older Whitey 
Bulger, Stylist Lucia Mace crafted hairpieces that 
needed to look consistent over multiple scene 
takes. She had used Pages and Continuity Pro to 
manage photos and notes on past shoots, but 
considered those programs “just a bunch of 
files.” Since Sync OnSet is designed specifically 
for production, placing photos just where she 
wanted was a breeze.

“Sync OnSet doesn’t require a bunch of steps to 
put a photo where I want and it’s easy to tag 
them,” Mace notes. “I just tap the camera icon 
and each photo is tagged to the scene and the 
character. If I missed something, I can check 
what other departments have—more 
information at my fingertips.”

And That’s a Wrap
Fit, Set, Cast!

When the Black Mass production wrapped, it was 
simple for each unit to manage assets because 
the team was tracking inventory from day one. 
The Costume and Property departments fell in 
love with Sync OnSet’s wrap reports, which 
saved them precious hours of tedious re-entry 
during wrap.

Finding all the costumes from a certain rental 
house was as easy as generating a report. Props 
assigned each asset to a wrap box and 
photographed the contents, then uploaded the 
images into Sync OnSet to generate beautifully 
formatted—but still standard—wrap box 
reports. This was a major timesaver since all 
assets weres saved, synced and ready to assign 
to their respective boxes.

“ ...more 
information at 
my fingertips.” 
LUCIA MACE

KEY HAIR STYLIST
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Undateable 
Sync OnSet is a digital continuity and collaboration tool that streamlines 
TV and Film production from prep to wrap. The team at Undateable, a 
Warner Bros. and Doozer Production, seamlessly transitioned key 
production information from the pilot to the first season—saving days 
of locating inventory and physical production binders.

From Pilot to First Season 
Undateable, a multi-camera comedy series, is one of the few pilots to get 
picked up for the 2014 television season. From day one, Undateable has 
relied on Sync OnSet as a critical part of their workflow.

Undateable ’s costume team avoided days of locating information and 
inventory during the transition from the pilot. Now the team handles their 
daily work on set from their iPhones and iPads—securely sharing photos, 
managing inventory, and recording production notes. When the day is over, 
they no longer have to spend nights and weekends doing administrative 
tasks—by the time they leave set, it’s already taken care of.

CASE STUDY



2 HOURS A DAY
SAVED

NO
WAITING

1 WEEK
SAVED

with Seamless Transition 
from Pilot to First Season

with Real-Time 
Mobile Updates

for Producer 
and Writer Approvals



Handing Over the Digital Binder
A Seamless Transition

Carey Bennett, a well-known costume designer for Scrubs and 
The Office, and her costume team joined Undateable after the 
pilot was initially shot. Since the previous team used Sync 
OnSet, Carey and her team had all the data at their fingertips 
in a clean and organized format. They learned Sync OnSet 
quickly and found themselves doing less paperwork, less 
driving around LA hunting down the production binder, and 
had more time to focus on the creative part of their work.

Mobile App On Set
Real-time Updates. Zero Lag. 

Key costumer, Neil Tansey, collaborates easier and makes 
decisions faster with access to the mobile app at all times on 
set. There is now zero lag time between when information is 
available and when it reaches him. No more relying on 
printers, digital cameras, and physical production binders.

To not take your 
work home at 
the end of the 
day is totally 
invaluable and 
unheard of. We 
have our 
weekends back!” 
CAREY BENNETT, 
COSTUME DESIGNER

“



Once you start 
using the mobile 
app, it’s really easy 
to pick up, and it’s 
fantastic. I can’t 
imagine going back 
to paper and pen!” 
NEIL TANSEY

KEY COSTUMER

“



Digital Inventory 
More Detailed. More Useful. 

The speed and efficiency of entering data encour-
ages teams to track more detailed information 
than ever before; including taking photos of the 
original clothing tags and receipts. A feature that 
is “totally invaluable.”
Carey is no longer flipping through paper or 
recalling from memory which actors prefer which 
jeans. She can pull out her iPhone and instantly 
access the notes. This feature alone has cut her 
shopping time dramatically. 

Producer and Writer Design Approvals
A Better Solution

Because of hectic production schedules, Costume 
Designer, Carey Bennett, used to spend hours waiting 
around until talent or production was free to talk. Email 
was cumbersome and not secure. She experimented with 
numerous other software programs, including Dropbox©, 
Picasa©, and Box©, but  none of these options were 
designed for the hectic production workflow. 

Without a better system, Carey or members of her team 
would sit around with actual photos in hand, waiting for 
that split-second to get vital information.

Dashboard Inbox
No More Pacing

With Sync OnSet, the team easily and securely sends fitting 
photos and messages for approval via Sync OnSet and 
producers and writers quickly and remotely approve them. 
No more printing, handwritten notes, or pacing around the 
production office.

With Sync OnSet, 
the Undateable crew 
is one of the happiest 
in Hollywood.
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I think once 
people see it 
they understand 
it’s incredible.” 
CAREY BENNETT

COSTUME DESIGNER

“
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The Michael J. Fox Show
Sync OnSet is a digital continuity and collaboration tool that helps streamline 
TV and Film production from prep to wrap. The team at The Michael J. Fox 
Show, a Sony Pictures Television production, uses Sync OnSet to complete the 
important aspects of their jobs from their mobile devices, reducing 
administrative time spent by 20%. 

5 Days, 1 Episode
Keeping up with the Pace of Production.

With the return of one of TV’s biggest stars and 22 episodes slated for season 1, the 
crew on The Michael J. Fox Show need the best tools available to keep up with its 
demanding pace. The costume team uses Sync OnSet’s mobile app as the only means 
of matching continuity, no longer printing 4x6 photos—saving not only time, but 
money. Sync OnSet enables the costume team to go from prep to wrap in only 5 days. 

CASE STUDY
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ELIMINATED
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SAVED
OVER $4,000

15
MINUTES

for Day Players to
learn Sync OnSet
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Connecting a Dynamic Team
On productions, crew change roles, day players cycle in and out, and entire teams 
switch. The Michael J. Fox Show is no exception. Sync OnSet keeps this dynamic team 
connected and running smoothly.

Costumer to Supervisor
A More Demanding Role. Made Simpler.

Derek Moreno, a key costumer when the show was 
picked up, was promoted to costume supervisor at 
the beginning of the season. The biggest 
challenge of stepping up from key costumer to 
supervisor was taking over the responsibilities 
and organization of the previous supervisor. 
Having to reorganize and take control was 
daunting, but Sync OnSet allowed Derek to slide 
into his new, more demanding role with ease.

Day Player to Team Member
Learning Sync OnSet. In 15 Minutes.

Derek and the costume team add and remove day 
players to the team as often as needed. If day 
players don’t have an iPad or iPhone, Derek lends 
his to ensure that everything is kept in sync. 
Because of Sync OnSet’s intuitive interface, it takes 
all of 15 minutes for day players new to Sync 
OnSet to get up to speed. 



You can learn the 
App in 15 minutes… 
which is perfect 
when we have day 
players and PAs 
cycling in and out” 
ALI

KEY COSTUMER

“



Broadcasts for the Crew
Staying up to Date. No Matter Where.

Sync OnSet's Activity Feed broadcasts team member 
activity, including photos, inventory, and scenes edited, 
and allows everyone to stay on the same page. 

Immediately knowing when scenes wrap on the sound 
stage or when a new script is imported allows the crew to 
get a headstart on office tasks. As head of the department, 
Derek loves watching the Activity Feed from his office. As 
scenes wrap and pictures sync, Derek instantly sees the 
continuity photos show up in the feed, clicks them, and 
begins adding items and tracking inventory.

$4,000+ Saved on Printing
And Less Paper = Less Work.

The on set crew saves 2 hours a day (200 hours across 
the season) by not printing, annotating or filing photos. 
The costume team no longer prints 4x6 photos, opting 
instead to use the mobile app and Sync OnSet 
generated reports. After every two episodes, they print 
a physical binder as required by the studio. But since 
that binder isn’t used for day-to-day activities, the team 
can print on regular paper—eliminating the cost of 
photo and card stock paper usually used in binders 
that handle heavy traffic. Moreover, matching photos 
became a digital process. Everything needed to match 
continuity is now on the team’s devices.

During the first season, the Costume team saved over 
$4,000 in printing costs.



I couldn’t imagine 
working on another 
project without 
Sync OnSet!” 
DEREK MORENO

COSTUME SUPERVISOR 

“
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